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INTRODUCTIONS

International Programs Office
- Telephone: 1 (508) 910-6506
- LARTS 016, Monday – Friday, 9:00 – 5:00
- [http://www.umassd.edu/ipo/](http://www.umassd.edu/ipo/)

Tina Bruen, Executive Director of International Education

Gina Reis, Assistant Director of IPO / Peer Advisor Introductions
- What do you wish you knew about study abroad before you went?
- Advising from abroad – via Skype (umdipo)

Your name? Major? Program abroad? Your goal?
- Consider exchanging contact information
AGENDA

- A Cultural Experience
- Staying Healthy Abroad
- Expectations, Yours and Ours
- Staying Safe Abroad
- Office of Student Affairs
- Sexual Assault & Title IX
- Academics Abroad
- Travel & Money Tips
- Stay in Touch!
- Returning to US and UMassD
- Sign-out with Staff
A CULTURAL EXPERIENCE

- One of the primary reasons to spend time abroad is to experience new cultures and perspectives, and gain an awareness that there are many ways to approach the opportunities and challenges all of us face in life.

- Cultural difference will underlie everything you experience abroad: how classes are taught and assessed, shopping, banking, socializing, etc.

- This link is to a self-guided and self-paced tool for students preparing to study abroad: [http://www2.pacific.edu/sis/culture/pub/CULTURE_ISSUES_2.htm](http://www2.pacific.edu/sis/culture/pub/CULTURE_ISSUES_2.htm)
CULTURAL IDENTITY

- One becomes much more aware of their own identity as a member of their home culture and society
  - Recognize that other cultures can differ from the US in views of gender roles, races, religions, and other differences.
  - They also differ in perception of time and punctuality, in prioritizing individual vs. group choice, work vs. leisure, material possessions vs. simplicity, etc.

- “Cross-cultural competence” is the ability to see other’s point of view and to collaborate more easily with others

- As one gets to know others whose language, culture and society have been shaped by a different history other than one’s own, one becomes more aware of one’s own culture and develops greater cross-cultural competence
CULTURE SHOCK

- Reality differs from assumptions = Culture Shock
  - Culture shock centers around assumptions being tied to culture
  - Stress is felt because of dealing with different assumptions *all day*
  - Definition of stress is: mind and emotions working harder at all times
  - Tremendous leaps in adaptability and self-confidence result from these daily stresses
  - REQUIRES MORE SLEEP THAN NORMAL AND A HEALTHY DIET

![Diagram showing the stages of culture shock: homesickness, Arrived Confusion, Initial Adjustment, Good Time, Reverse Culture Shock.](image-url)
CULTURE SHOCK (continued)

- Nearly everyone who goes to live in a different environment will experience “culture shock” at some point. This is a period of adjustment and adaptation essential to a person’s growth in cultural awareness and self-confidence.

- Being able to recognize culture shock when it occurs and having strategies to counter it is the best defense
  - Focus on your goals for being abroad
  - Keep a journal or blog to record your experiences
  - Go out and see new things; meet new friends through clubs and activities
  - If you feel really down or it lasts for more than a few weeks, let someone know – program coordinator, the host university counseling service or the IPO office

- The Peace Corps has developed guides for cultural adjustment: [http://www.globaled.us/peacecorps/maintaining.html](http://www.globaled.us/peacecorps/maintaining.html)
STAYING HEALTHY ABROAD

➢ Nancy Harper, UMassD Counseling Center
  ❖ Take care of yourself; unfamiliar environments can place more stress on your body and mind

➢ Sheila Dorgan and Marianne Sullivan, Health Services
PREPARE FOR TRAVEL

• VISIT CDC TRAVELER’S HEALTH WEBSITE TO LEARN ABOUT HEALTH RISKS AT YOUR DESTINATION.

• MAKE AN APPOINTMENT WITH A DOCTOR FAMILIAR WITH TRAVEL MEDICINE AT LEAST 4-6 WEEKS BEFORE YOU LEAVE. THIS WAY YOU WILL BE SURE TO GET THE RIGHT VACCINATIONS AND MEDICINES.

• IF GOING TO A DEVELOPING COUNTRY, MAKE SURE YOU RECEIVE AND FILL AN ANTIBIOTIC PRESCRIPTION TO TAKE IF YOU COME DOWN WITH DIARRHEA.

• BE UP TO DATE ON ALL ROUTINE VACCINATIONS SUCH AS FLU, TETANUS, POLIO, MMR

• GET ALL YOUR ROUTINE HEALTH CHECK-UPS SUCH AS SEEING A DENTIST OR GYNECOLOGIST OR SPECIALIST DONE BEFORE YOU GO.
TRAVELING WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS

• IF YOU ROUTINELY TAKE MEDICATIONS, SUCH AS INSULIN, BIRTH CONTROL, ASTHMA INHALERS MAKE SURE YOU HAVE ENOUGH TO COVER YOU DURING THE TIME YOU EXPECT TO BE OUT OF THE COUNTRY PLUS SOME EXTRA. THIS IS ALSO VERY IMPORTANT WITH EPI-PENS

• ALWAYS KEEP YOUR MEDS IN THEIR CONTAINERS. IF YOU DON’T, YOU TAKE THE RISK OF BEING ARRESTED FOR SMUGGLING MEDICATIONS INTO A COUNTRY. YOUR NAME AND DOSING REGIMEN SHOULD BE ON EACH CONTAINER.

• CARRY COPIES OF ALL PRESCRIPTIONS INCLUDING THEIR GENERIC NAMES, HOPEFULLY TRANSLATED INTO THE LOCAL LANGUAGE OF YOUR DESTINATION.

• FOR CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES AND INJECTABLES, CARRY A NOTE FROM YOUR PRESCRIBING PHYSICIAN ON LETTERHEAD STATIONERY. TRANSLATING THE LETTER INTO THE LOCAL LANGUAGE AND ATTACHING THE TRANSLATION TO THE LETTER IS HELPFUL.

• KEEP YOUR MEDS WITH YOU AT ALL TIMES, SUCH AS IN A CARRY-ON BAG.
FIRST AID KITS

• MEDICINE FOR PAIN OR FEVER LIKE TYLENOL OR IBUPROFEN
• TREATMENT FOR STOMACH UPSET OR DIARRHEA SUCH AS IMODIUM OR PEPTO-BISMAL
• ANTACID
• MILD LAXATIVE
• ANTIHISTAMINE
• PACKETS OF ORAL REHYDRATION SALTS FOR DEHYDRATION
• COUGH MEDICINE
• ANTI-MOTION SICKNESS
• SALINE EYE OR NOSE DROPS
• SUNTAN LOTION
FIRST AID KITS (continued)

- Disposable Latex Free Gloves
- Band aids, Gauze and Tape
- Antiseptic Wound Cleanser
- 1% Hydrocortisone Cream
- Anti-Itch Gel for Sunburns
- Anti-Fungal Sprays or Creams
- Disposable Thermometer
- Tweezers, Scissors, Safety Pins
- Ace Wrap and Sling
- Insect Repellent
DOCUMENTS

• PROOF OF VACCINATION
• COPIES OF ALL PRESCRIPTIONS FOR MEDICATIONS, EYE GLASSES, CONTACTS, OR OTHER MEDICAL SUPPLIES
• DOCUMENTATION OF PREEXISTING CONDITIONS, SUCH AS DIABETES OR ALLERGIES IN ENGLISH AND HOPEFULLY TRANSLATED INTO YOUR DESTINATION COUNTRY
• HEALTH INSURANCE INFORMATION (INCLUDE SUPPLEMENTAL TRAVEL INSURANCE, MEDICAL EVACUATION INSURANCE AND TRAVEL INSURANCE INFORMATION.)
• CONTACT CARD TO BE CARRIED AT ALL TIMES THAT INCLUDE ADDRESS AND CLOSE CONTACT INFO IN THE US, HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS AT HOME, PLACE OF LODGING, HOSPITALS AND CLINICS AT YOUR DESTINATION, US EMBASSY OR CONSULATE IN THE DESTINATION COUNTRY
BLOOD CLOTS (DEEP VEIN THROMBOSIS)

• FLIGHTS LONGER THAN 8 HOURS MIGHT INCREASE YOUR RISK FOR BLOOD CLOTS (DVT).

• YOU ARE AT INCREASED RISK IF YOU HAVE HAD A CLOT IN THE PAST, ARE PREGNANT, HAD RECENT ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY, SMOKE, TAKE BIRTH CONTROL PILLS OR HAVE CANCER.

• TO PREVENT DVT STAY HYDRATED, WEAR LOOSE FITTING CLOTHING, MAKE AN EFFORT TO WALK OR STRETCH YOUR LEGS AND ARM AT LEAST ONCE AN HOUR.

• IF YOU ARE AT INCREASED RISK, CONSIDER WEARING SPECIAL STOCKINGS THAT REDUCE LEG SWELLING AND ENCOURAGE BLOOD FLOW.
PROTECT YOUR HEALTH ABROAD

• WASH YOUR HANDS WITH SOAP AND CLEAN WATER OR USE AN ALCOHOL BASED HAND CLEANER BEFORE YOU EAT, AFTER YOU COUGH OR SNEEZE AND AFTER YOU USE THE BATHROOM.

• IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, BE CAREFUL ABOUT FOOD AND WATER; EAT FULLY COOKED FOOD THAT IS SERVED HOT OR FRUITS AND VEGETABLES YOU CAN WASH OR PEEL YOURSELF. DRINK ONLY BOTTLED, SEALED WATER OR WATER THAT HAS BEEN BOILED. AND AVOID ICE.
SAFE TO EAT

• FOOD THAT IS COOKED AND SERVED HOT
• FOOD FROM SEALED PACKAGES
• HARD-COOKED EGGS
• FRUITS AND VEGETABLES YOU HAVE WASHED IN SAFE WATER OR PEELED YOURSELF
• PASTEURIZED DAIRY PRODUCTS
DON’T EAT

• FOOD SERVED AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
• FOOD FROM STREET VENDORS
• RAW OR SOFT COOKED EGGS OR RARE OR UNDERCOOKED MEAT AND FISH
• UNWASHED OR UNPEELED RAW FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
• CONDIMENTS SUCH AS SALSA MADE FROM FRESH INGREDIENTS
• SALADS
• FLAVORED ICE OR POPSICLES
• UNPASTEURIZED DAIRY PRODUCTS
• BUSHMEAT (MONKEYS, BATS OR OTHER WILD GAME)
SAFE TO DRINK

• WATER, SODAS OR SPORTS DRINKS THAT ARE BOTTLED AND SEALED. (CARBONATED IS SAFER)
• WATER THAT HAS BEEN DISINFECTED (BOILED, FILTERED, TREATED)
• ICE MADE WITH BOTTLED OR DISINFECTED WATER
• HOT COFFEE OR TEA
• PASTEURIZED MILK
DON’T DRINK

• TAP OR WELL WATER
• FOUNTAIN DRINKS
• ICE MADE WITH TAP OR WELL WATER
• DRINKS MADE WITH TAP OR WELL WATER (SUCH AS RECONSTITUTED JUICE)
• UNPASTEURIZED MILK
TROPICAL AND SUBTROPICAL COUNTRIES

• IN TROPICAL AND SUBTROPICAL COUNTRIES, DISEASE SPREAD BY INSECTS, SUCH ZIKA OR MALARIA, MAY BE COMMON.

• USE AN APPROPRIATE INSECT REPELLENT.

• WEAR LONG PANTS AND SLEEVES TO PROTECT YOURSELF FROM BUG BITES.

• PREGNANT WOMEN SHOULD AVOID TRAVELING TO AREAS WHERE ZIKA IS ENDEMIC

• MEN WHO TRAVEL TO AREAS WHERE ZIKA IS ENDEMIC SHOULD USE CONDOMS FOR SIX MONTH AFTER RETURNING TO AVOID THE SPREAD OF ZIKA TO THEIR SEXUAL PARTNERS.

• WOMEN RETURNING FROM ZIKA ENDEMIC AREAS SHOULD NOT BECOME PREGNANT FOR AT LEAST 8 WEEKS AFTER RETURNING.
INFECTIONS SPREAD BY BLOOD AND BODILY FLUIDS

• PREVENT INFECTIONS SUCH AS HIV AND HEPATITIS B WHICH ARE SPREAD BY BLOOD AND BODILY FLUIDS
• DO NOT GET TATTOOS OR BODY PIERCINGS
• USE LATEX CONDOMS IF YOU HAVE SEX
FIND A DOCTOR

• THE US EMBASSY IN YOUR DESTINATION COUNTRY (HTTP://WWW.USEMBASSY.GOV) CAN HELP YOU LOCATE MEDICAL SERVICES AND WILL NOTIFY YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY

• THE FOLLOWING RESOURCES PROVIDE LISTS OF DOCTORS AND CLINICS THAT CAN CARE FOR TRAVELERS

1. THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR MEDICAL ASSISTANCE TO TRAVELERS (WWW.IAMAT.ORG) MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED BUT IS FREE
2. JOINTCOMMISSION INTERNATIONAL (WWW.JOINTCOMMISSIONINTERNATIONAL.ORG)
3. THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF TRAVEL MEDICINE (WWW.ISTM.ORG)
4. TRAVEL HEALTH ONLINE (WWW.TRIPPREP.COM) GETS INFORMATION FROM SEVERAL SOURCES SO QUALITY IS NOT GUARANTEED.)
AFTER YOU COME HOME

• AFTER YOU RETURN FROM YOUR TRIP ABROAD, GET MEDICAL ATTENTION RIGHT AWAY IF YOU AREN’T FEELING WELL OR HAVE BEEN INJURED.

• IT IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT TO SEE A DOCTOR IF YOU HAVE A FEVER, RASH, COUGH, DIFFICULTY BREATHING OR ANY OTHER UNUSUAL SYMPTOMS.

• IF YOU ARE RETURNING FROM AN AREA WHERE MALARIA IS A RISK AND BECOME SICK WITH A FEVER OR FLU-LIKE ILLNESS FOR UP TO 1 YEAR AFTER YOU RETURN, SEE A DOCTOR IMMEDIATELY AND TELL HIM OR HER THAT YOU HAVE TRAVELED TO A PLACE WHERE MALARIA IS PRESENT.
INSURANCE MATTERS

- MAKE SURE YOU HAVE YOUR PROOF OF PERSONAL HEALTH INSURANCE WITH YOU, POLICY AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS

- IMPORTANT: You will need to pay out-of-pocket for any doctor or hospital charges, then keep receipts and submit them to your health insurance company for reimbursement later


- IF YOU HAVE UMASS STUDENT HEALTH INSURANCE: You must contact the Bursar’s Office to register for coverage while you are away on EXH/study abroad status

- UMass students on approved programs are covered by travel accident and sickness insurance which supplements your personal medical and travel insurance and provides coordination assistance in case of emergency.

IMPORTANT: BRING THE UMASS POLICY NUMBER AND TELEPHONE NUMBER
YOUR EXPERIENCE, 
YOUR RESPONSIBILITY

- The program is organized to teach you, provide opportunities for interaction with the host culture, and guide your overall experience – however, YOU ARE ULTIMATELY RESPONSIBLE FOR MAKING THE DAILY CHOICES AND DECISIONS THAT WILL AFFECT YOUR SAFETY AND YOUR DEPTH AND BREADTH OF LEARNING
- Attend all pre-program sessions and read materials
- Research the country/city (including visa/immigration information)
- Non-US citizens check with ISSC re: re-entry to US
- Know where to find emergency assistance
- Keep you parents & program informed
- Get to know the Program Leader – your best advocate!
WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT FROM YOUR PROGRAM

- Some form of orientation will take place very shortly after arrival. You should expect to receive basic information such as the information listed below. If you feel you need more, ASK THE LEADER: (s/he is your ally!)
  - How to reach the director and/or other emergency contact 24/7
  - Telephone services and how to dial locally and to the US
  - Be able to recognize police, police stations, hospitals/clinics and how to contact them if needed
  - How to recognize bank notes and coins and the appropriate conversion rate from USD
  - Know the recommended means of changing money
  - Hours, services, street address of the student accommodation
  - Basic phrases in the local language
  - Meeting place for the group and instructions in case of emergency
  - Academic and behavior expectations
WHAT THE UNITED STATES EXPECTS OF YOU

- Consider that you will be one of the few Americans that most people know; you will be an ambassador of this country (people may be curious about the Trump presidency)
- Many people will want to practice their English with you
- You may also be viewed by unscrupulous people as an unsuspecting target to get something they want
- Upon re-entry to the US, you will need to account for your actions abroad and for all items you bring into the country
- An increasing number of study abroad students have been approached by foreign governments. Read: [https://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/advice-for-us-college-students-abroad](https://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/advice-for-us-college-students-abroad)
- Don’t be a Pawn: A Warning to Students Abroad (video)
- Please report to IPO if you encounter this so we can advise you
CONSULT US GOVERNMENT ADVICE

- US State Department offers extensive information for students and other travelling abroad; USE IT

- Specific Country Information: https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/international-travel.html

- US State Department section providing support for students preparing to study abroad: https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/international-travel/before-you-go/travelers-with-special-considerations/students.html

- CRITICAL: Register with the local US Embassy https://step.state.gov/step/

WHAT UMassD EXPECTS OF YOU

- Complete all online questionnaires and submit all forms to the IPO by December 1.
- Read, sign, and return IPO membership/academic agreements
  - Maintain “good standing” as a UMassD student academically, financially, and judicially
- Behave responsibly at all times; when abroad you represent UMass and the people of Massachusetts
- Upon return to UMassD, complete an online evaluation form from the IPO so we can learn what you think of the program and your experience
- Participate in events/share your experience with other students
FINANCIAL AID

- If you are a financial aid recipient, you must submit a completed Prior Approval form and a completed Consortium Agreement to the University Enrollment Center (UEC). If you are on a campus-sponsored program, a completed Study Abroad Expense Form must be submitted.

- Most providers require the student to submit a Financial Aid Verification Form. It is your responsibility to submit this form *with the Consortium Agreement* to the UEC. Please allow the Financial Aid Office ample time to complete this process.

- Courses must be approved by your college and be applicable to your UMassD degree.

- Some institutions/programs may require payment prior to the receipt of financial aid. You are responsible for ensuring the host institution/provider is paid according to their policy.

- Financial aid will be credited to the UMassD account. Funds will not be disbursed until after the UMassD add/drop period. On the Consortium Agreement, students must determine how they would like these funds to be managed.
FINANCIAL AID (continued)

- We strongly encourage students to authorize UMassD to allow your financial aid award to pay the provider directly. Any excess funds will be made available to you in a refund.

- If you have not already done so please sign up for direct deposit. Information may be found at: https://www.umassd.edu/bursar/refunds/studentrefunds/

- Private education loans must be credit approved and certified by the campus before verification will be issued to the provider. This process may take up to 30 days.

- You must notify the Financial Aid Office if you withdraw or drop a class at the host institution. Withdrawn or dropped coursework may impact your financial aid status and/or award.

- Upon completion of the program, you must submit an official transcript from the host institution to the UMassD International Programs Office.
UMassD OFFICE OF HOUSING & RESIDENTIAL EDUCATION

- **Fall Study Abroad Students**

  Students studying abroad in the Fall should participate in the room selection process and then inform the Administrative Assistant in the Office of Housing and Residential Education (located in Oak Glen Hall) that they will be studying abroad by June 30.

- **Spring Study Abroad Students**

  Students studying abroad in the Spring should contact the Administrative Assistant in the Office of Housing and Residential Education (located in Oak Glen Hall) that they will be studying abroad by December 1. Students will be required to complete contract release paperwork.
STAYING SAFE ABROAD

- **Much of our daily existence is based on unconscious assumptions**
  - Issues like HIV, date-rape, theft are not unfamiliar – but may be more or less prevalent
  - Health and safety precautionary steps may be the same, but the situations are often very different from those at home

  - ✓ No flashy jewelry or electronics in view
  - ✓ Don’t walk alone late at night
  - ✓ Check your route in advance and don’t look lost
  - ✓ Always carry enough cash and the number for a taxi

- Being in a place that is physically unfamiliar and surrounded by a less familiar language means less access to information for making decisions
STAYING SAFE ABROAD (continued)

- Note that cultural norms will vary regarding relationships and sexuality
  - Set boundaries and use your instincts; if something does not feel right, always report it to program/authorities

- RIGHTS – Your human right to being treated with dignity and respect is absolute; always report any situation that makes you feel uncomfortable
  - Women Travelers: http://www.journeywoman.com/

- If you are attacked or arrested abroad, contact your program coordinator as soon as possible. They will help to get you whatever assistance is needed, and advise you about filing a police report.
  - Rape: May also contact the UMassD Victim’s Advocate
LOCAL RULES AND LAWS APPLY

- Outside the US, you are subject first and foremost to the laws and regulations of the local area
  - Do not become involved in crowded events and protests
  - US citizenship does not exempt or protect you
  - If you do have a problem, contact your program leader as well as the US Embassy

- The program provider has policies on behavior and responsibilities of participants

- National laws: “ignorance of the law is no excuse” – what may seem like a small infraction, may carry a severe penalty especially for things like drug use

- The host institution: their own rules and guidelines apply to academic work and appropriate behavior
CHOICES YOU MAKE

- RESPONSIBLE USE OF ALCOHOL – you may be of legal drinking age in your country but nowhere is drunkenness considered acceptable, especially when it results in harm to others or oneself

- ALCOHOL, UNFAMILIAR SURROUNDINGS, CASUAL ACQUAINTANCES = HIGHER VULNERABILITY

- The study abroad staff at the University of Texas Austin have put together a video that illustrates the importance of students taking responsibility and making good choices when abroad. "Culture of Safety": [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4FzvdxUmdos](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4FzvdxUmdos)
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

- Always carry emergency contact numbers with you

- If hurt or injured, contact police/ambulance first, then the local program coordinator to advise, and your family AFTER when you can tell them help is already being arranged.

- If you are involved in a larger incident or weather emergency, follow the direction of local authorities:
  - University/program authorities
  - Local police, public health, government officials
  - Watch the local news or listen to the radio
  - Use your mobile phone and email to contact the program coordinator to let them know you are OK

- If something major happens in your country and you are far away and not involved, call your family anyway as they will see it on the news and worry!
UMassD STUDENT AFFAIRS: THERE FOR YOU

Johanna Bielawski, Assistant Director of Community Standards, Safety & Security
- While registered as a UMassD Study Abroad participant, you continue in active student status
- Student Affairs, Health Services, Counseling, Housing, and other offices are available to you as needed
  - If you are registered with the Center for Access & Success, talk with them about arrangements while on study abroad
- Student Conduct Code applies
SEXUAL ASSAULT & TITLE IX

Deborah Majewski, Assistant Vice Chancellor for Organizational Behavior
VICTIM ADVOCATE

CALL 508-910-6567
TEXT 508-991-0437
CENTER FOR WOMEN, GENDER & SEXUALITY

https://www.umassd.edu/corsairscare/
https://www.umassd.edu/cwgs/

Current Advocate: Jessica Harris
jharris13@umassd.edu
VICTIM ADVOCATE

- To assist and support students who experience
  - Domestic violence / dating abuse
  - Sexual assault / rape
  - Stalking

- **Confidential** (not mandated to report!)

- Monday – Friday, 9am – 5pm

- Located in the Center for Women, Gender & Sexuality
VICTIM ADVOCATE

Someone to talk to about...

- Your options if you’ve been hurt
- **Deciding what to do**
- Free campus resources
- Criminal investigations vs Title IX investigation
- What happens *if* you report
- How to report
- Assistance every step of the way
VICTIM ADVOCATE

Why reach out?

Often when students are hurt, experiencing problems in a relationship, or made uncomfortable by a peer, they just don’t know what to do...

The Advocate helps them decide what to do.
VICTIM ADVOCATE

- *Remember that an Advocate is available!*

If it doesn’t impact you personally, you will very likely KNOW someone who has experienced it. This is why it’s important to know that this position exists.
DON’T LET THIS BE YOU

- Read news articles on your USB drive
ACADEMICS ABROAD

- **Academic Guidelines**
  - Semester students must carry a full course load (equivalent to 12 US credits)
  - Actively engage in and complete all classes

- **Prior Approval for Coursework**
  - All students are required to have a Prior Course Approval Form on file with the IPO.
  - Upon arrival in the host country, if you would like a course considered for approval, email the UMassD chairperson of the department, explain that you are currently abroad, and would like a course considered for UMassD credit. ATTACH THE SYLLABUS OF THE COURSE. If approved, forward approval to intl_programs@umassd.edu
  - If you take a course abroad that has not been pre-approved, UMassD credit is NOT guaranteed. You will need to present the course syllabus, any assignments/exams completed abroad to the Department for consideration.
  - The department of your major will certify completion of your graduation requirements; it is up to you to communicate with your department regarding choice of study abroad courses and to obtain approval for transfer credit.
HOST UNIVERSITY ACADEMICS

- Maintain a full course load at all times; this is required by UMassD and by the terms of your student visa
- Professors/lectures more formal; reading lists long; students may not have the opportunity to speak in class
- Likely fewer books to purchase; use the library & shared materials
- Read syllabus; ask questions after class or at the department office
- Grades may be based primarily on the exams; don’t fall behind
- Grades may be posted in public; exams can be oral
- Grade scales vary widely; do not confuse any letter or numeric mark with what you know in the US; ASK what the grade scale is
- UMassD GRADE POLICY: Per the UMassD catalogue – Study Abroad courses (except for faculty-led courses) transfer in with letter grades but are NOT calculated in the GPA.
COLLECT AND CARRY THROUGHOUT

- Passport and visa (if required)
- Roundtrip air ticket and itinerary
- Health insurance & UMass travel insurance
- Letter of Admission/Program Confirmation
- Credit card and small amount of local currency
- Phrasebook and basic maps
- Emergency contact numbers (direct-dial)
  - Family
  - Local Program Coordinator
  - US Embassy
  - Local Police
LEAVE WITH FAMILY

- Photocopy of your passport and visa
- Copy of your flight itinerary
- Copy of your insurance policies and id numbers
- Emergency contact numbers
  - Local program coordinator at your destination
  - US number for the study abroad program
  - UMassD number and IPO office
  - US Embassy/Consulate closes to your location

- If you purchase a pay-as-you-go phone, ADVISE PARENTS OF MOBILE TELEPHONE NUMBER AS SOON AS AVAILABLE & SET-UP THE VOICEMAIL
TRAVEL AND ARRIVAL

- Confirm your flights with airline 24 hours in advance and pack light – 1 large or 2 small bags
  - Verify check-in time and place for international flight
  - Number / Size / Weight of bags allowed
  - Obtain list of restricted items and carry ziplock

- Electric current and outlets vary by country:
  Bring or purchase enroute, an electrical converter designed for use in your destination

- Arrange transportation from the airport to the program check-in point or accommodation

- Attend your program’s entire arrival orientation
FINANCIAL PLANNING

- Arrange with your bank for a small amount of cash in the local currency to take with you ($50-$100)
- Bring a credit card for unforeseen emergencies; make sure your bank sets it up for international use and ask what the fees are for ATM withdrawal when out of the US
- ATM withdrawals have lower exchange rates than airport kiosks
- Call your bank and credit card company to place a travel notification on your cards. Otherwise, your cards will likely NOT work abroad because the banks may think your cards have been stolen!
COMMUNICATIONS PLANNING

➢ EMAIL: Continue to check your UMassD email at least daily. The university may have important general announcements and the Registrar or Student Affairs may need to contact you.

➢ The International Programs Office (IPO) is here for advising -- skype advising appointments upon request! Use this email protocol for fastest reply:
  ❖ ABROAD: 1-3 word title or as necessary
  ❖ URGENT – ARBOAD: 1-3 word title or as necessary

➢ All of UMassD is here to support you. Email/call your academic advisor, the Enrollment Center, Housing, Counseling, or Student Affairs anytime you have questions or concerns.
RETURN TO USA and CAMPUS

- Check Immigration Updates: https://www.umassd.edu/publicaffairs/immigrationupdates/
- New Marijuana Law in MA and reentering the USA
REVERSE CULTURE SHOCK

- Prepare to experience reverse culture-shock when you get back to the US
  - Be aware that family and friends may have a difficult time relating to the exciting experiences you will have had; in fact they may tell you that you’ve changed – it will be true!
  - Blog or share photos about your experiences throughout to keep family & friends involved and to record for yourself!

- Expect reverse culture-shock to be more pronounced

- Networking with other returned study abroad students and learning how to describe the skills acquired abroad for prospective employers can help
  - Watch for IPO’s invitation to the annual student Re-entry Conference. Info on past conferences is available at: http://www.lessonsfromabroad.org/new-england/
REVERSE CULTURE SHOCK (continued)

- Consider getting involved with international activities on campus when you get back to UMassD
  - Join the Global Ambassadors program by volunteering with the IPO -- be a buddy to exchange students, assist with prospective student information sessions, do peer advising
  - Plan a presentation on a project or experience you had abroad for the annual US International Education Week (IEW) in November. A variety of campus activities are sponsored by IPO and ISSC to familiarize the university community with international endeavors across the campus. See: [https://iew.state.gov/](https://iew.state.gov/)
  - Apply for a position in the IPO (short-term and semester-long positions available)
UNIVERSITY CONTACTS WHILE ABROAD

- **EMERGENCY:** Contact Public Safety anytime and they will locate the appropriate person for you to talk with:
  - **International Programs Office:** +1-508-910-6506 or intl_programs@umassd.edu or Gina Reis greis@umassd.edu
  - **Student Affairs:** +1-508-999-8640 or Shelly Metivier Scott sscott1@umassd.edu
  - **Counseling Center:** +1-508-999-8648 or Catherine Perry catherine.perry@umassd.edu
  - **Victim Advocate:** +1-508-910-4584 or Jessica Harris jharris13@umassd.edu
  - **Health Center:** +1-508-999-8984 or Sheila Dorgan sdorgan@umassd.edu
  - **University Enrollment Center:** +1-508-999-8857 or Mary Cabral mcabral@umassd.edu
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

- GlobalScholar online course series: Intro to Study Abroad
  [http://globalscholar.us/course_description.asp](http://globalscholar.us/course_description.asp)
- Sexual Harassment & Prevention
- Diversity Resources
- Women Travelling Alone
- Disability Resources
  [http://www.miusa.org/plan/americans-abroad](http://www.miusa.org/plan/americans-abroad)
Scholarships, grants listings, and international student loan programs
https://www.iefa.org/

Currency conversion calculator

GLIMPSE: photos and journals of study abroad students
https://matadoru.com/